Using Role Play to Teach Workplace Social Skills

**Objective:** To teach: (a) establishing and maintaining eye contact with adults during conversation; (b) waiting to speak until adults finish speaking; and (c) giving appropriate verbal responses to directions, feedback, or criticism

**Setting and Materials**

**Settings:**
- University child care center
- University conference room (where training was provided)

**Materials:**
- Role-play script
- Timer
- Data recording sheets

**Content Taught**

- Eye contact
- Waiting to respond
- Appropriate verbal response to directions, feedback, or criticism (e.g., thank you for sharing that with me, that’s a good idea, I’ll work on that)

**Teaching Procedures**

- Operationally define target behaviors (e.g., eye contact equals the student maintaining eyes on the face of supervisor or co-workers with him he/she is speaking throughout the conversation)
- Define when a conversation is considered to begin (e.g., when the student, supervisor, or co-worker initiates a verbal statement toward the student) and when it ends (e.g., when the student, supervisor, or co-worker breaks off the conversation, or when there is a 5 second lapse in the conversation; latency)

**Role-play written scripts**

1. Student and teacher alternately role-play student’s role as worker and role of student’s supervisor
2. Script should specify who plays which role, when roles should be alternated, and what each individual would do and say as function of his/her role
3. Update scripts as supervisor provides feedback on student’s work performance
4. Scripts should simulate work-related social interactions between the student, supervisor, and/or co-workers that have actually happened or are likely to occur on the job
5. Provide 4 to 6 role-playing opportunities for student to respond that require the use of targeted behavior(s) during each teaching session

**Example of abbreviated social script**

*Teacher:* “We are here to role-play social skills. One of the skills in maintaining eye contact. Let’s role-play how we pay attention by focusing our eyes on each other faces when we talk.”

*Teacher* (in supervisor role): “The way you model songs and hand motions helps children participate in music activities.”

*Student* (in own role): “Thank you.” (while looking at teacher)

*Teacher:* “Good job!” Three appropriate responses I want to role-play with you are, ‘Thank you for sharing that with me. That is a good idea. I will work on that.’ Now let’s practice showing how we maintain eye contact, waiting until the person is finished speaking, and responding.”

*Teacher* (in supervisor role): “I need for you to finish all your duties for the children, like cleaning the tables at snack time, before you take a break.”

*Student* (in own role): “That is a good idea. I will work on that.”

*Teacher:* You did a nice job! Professionals follow directions, listen to feedback, or accept criticism by keeping their eyes on the person talking, waiting, and responding appropriately as you just did.”

**Evaluation**

- Measure rates of occurrence of all targeted behaviors (e.g., eye contact, waiting to respond, appropriate verbal response to directions, feedback, or criticism) using a frequency count
  - Use a time-sampled event recording during a 10 minute session
  - Use a digital timer to record duration and latency of time in seconds and minutes
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